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The conservation equations for reacting gas flow 

by 

J .H.M. ten Thije Boonkkamp 

Abstract. The conservation equations for reacting gas flow are derived from continuum 
mechanics. Models for the transport properties, which are relevant to combustion problems, 
are presented. Finally, the Shvab-Zeldovich formulation of the conservation equations, in 
case of a single chemical reaction, is discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Consider a gas mixture consisting of N different chemical species, denoted by M i (i = 
1,2, ... ,N), in which M chemical reactions take place. The objective of this paper is to 
derive the equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy for such a mixture. 
These conservation equations are the basis for combustion theory, together with chemical 
kinetics. There are two equivalent ways to derive the conservation equations. The first is 
based on kinetic theory; for a detailed description see e.g. [3, 4). The second approach is 
based on continuum theory [2,5], and is adopted in this paper. 

Therefore We view the gas mixture as an N -component continuum. Thus We assume 
the existence of N distinct continua in any control volume, corresponding with the N 
chemical species, and each continuum obeys the laws of dynamics and thermodynamics. 
The derivation of the conservation equations is based on the Lagrangian formulation, Le. 
the conservation equations are derived for arbitrary control volumes which move with the 
flow of the species Mi. Models for the transport properties of the mixture ( diffusion 
velocities, stress tensor and heat-flux vector) and for a few other variables still have to be 
substituted into the conservation equations. The equations thus obtained describe a large 
class of combustion problems, but are generally quite complex. However, a considerable 
simplification of the equations is possible if only one chemical reaction occurs in the mixture. 
In this case the conservation equations reduce to the so-called Shvab-Zeldovich formulation 
of the conservation equations [5]. 

In this paper we use the following notation. Vectors and 2-tensors (matrices) are bold
faced, scalars are not. Let v be a vector in IR3, then v = (Vb '02, v3l. The Euclidean 
norm (2-norm) of v is designated by 1 v I. If 0' is a 2-tensor with elements Uk/, we write 
0' = (Uk'). The kth row and lth column of 0' are denoted by 0' k* and 0'*" respectively. In 
the derivation of the momentum equations, the divergence V . 0' of a tensor 0' is required, 
which is defined by V . 0' = (V· 0' *1, \7 . 0' *2, \7 . 0' *3l . Occasionally we need the Frobenius 

norm II T IIF of a tensor T = (Tkl), and this norm is defined by II T IIF= (Lk LI Tf/)1/2. 
Variables associated with species Mi have a subscript i, e.g. Yi is the mass fraction of 
species Mi and Vi = (Vi,}, Vj,2, Vi,3)T is the flow velocity of species Mi. 

An outline of this paper is as follows. In the next section, a transport theorem is for
mulated which is needed in the derivation of the conservation equations. In Section 3 the 
continuity equations are derived, which describe conservation of mass for each spedes Mi 
separately and for the mixture as a whole. The momentum equations and the energy equa
tion are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Models for the physical/chemical 
parameters occurring in the conservation equations are presented in Section 6. Finally, in 
Section 7, the Shvab-Zeldovich formulation of the conservation equations is given. 

2 The transport theorem 

Let the variable Qi(X,t) be a quantity per unit volume of species Mi, and let Aj(t) be 
defined by 

(2.1) Ai( t) = jr f f Qi dV, 
llv.(t) 

where the integral is taken over an arbitrary control volume Vi(t). If for example Qj = pi, 
the mass density of species Mi, then Ai( t) represents the total mass of species M i contained 
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in Vi(t). Formulated in terms of OJ and Ai the transport theorem reads 

(2.2) dd~i = fffv.(t) C}8~i + V . (OiVi») dV. 

In (2.2), d Addt is the time rate of change of Ai as Vi(t) moves with the flow of species Mi 
with velocity Vi. 

In order to prove (2.2) we transform the volume integral in (2.1) to an integral over 
a fixed region in lR3 and subsequently change the order of differentiation and integration. 
Therefore, suppose that ai are the spatial coordinates of the particles of continuum i at 
some fixed time to. For any t ~ to, the spatial coordinates x of the particles of the ith 
continuum depend on aj and t, i.e. 

(2.3) x = xi(aj, t) , t ~ to. 

Obviously, ai = xiCaj, to) . Equation (2.3) defines a one-to-one coordinate transformation, 
which is assumed to be sufficiently smooth. The variable OJ can also be expressed in terms 
of aj and t, and we write O'i(X, t) = O'i(aj, t); likewise for other variables. The Jacobian of 
the coordinate transformation (2.3) is given by 

(2.4) Ji(X, t) = J;(ai' t) = det (~:] > O. 

Substitution of (2.3) into (2.1) gives the following expression for Ai: 

(2.5) Ai(t) = jr ff 0'''; J; dVt , 
J JV;(to) 

where dl/i* is a volume element in aj- coordinates. Since Vi (to) is a fixed region in space, 
the dldt operator can be applied directly to the integrand, and thus 

(2.6) d Ai = jr f f (80'; J; + 0'; a Jt) dl/i*. 
dt JJV;(to) at at 

The computation of 8Ji/8t in (2.6) proceeds as follows. The Jacobian J!(aj, t) can be 
expanded in terms of the cofactors of the kth row: 

3 !l * (!l * ) uX'k uX'k . 
(2.7) Ji(ai,t) = L aa~' cof 8a~' ,(k = 1,20r3). 

p=l l,p l,p 

Since the determinant J! vanishes if two rows are identical, we have 

(2.8) 

with ekl the Kronecker symbol. Differentiation of (2.7) with respect to t gives 

(2.9) 8J! = t t aVj,k cof (OXi'k) , 
8t k=l p=l oaj,p 8aj,p 

where we have used that Vi = ax; 18t. Applying the chain rule to (2.9), it is easy to see 
that 

(2.10) aJ! = t t OVj,k (t aX;,q cof (OX;,k)) 
at k=l q=1 aXq p:::::l 8ai,p aai,p 
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Substitution of (2.8) into (2.10) then gives 

(2.11) 8/;* :::: (V. Vi) J; . 

An alternative proof of (2.11) is presented in [2]. Now it is obvious that equation (2.6) may 
be written as 

( ) d Ai jJ~ (a at * ( )) * d * 2.12 -d :::: ~ + aj V· Vi Jj Vi . 
t V;(to} u t 

Transformation of (2.12) back to x-coordinates finally gives (2.2). 
It is often convenient to write the transport theorem in the equivalent form 

(2.13) dd jr {{ p{Ji dV :::: jr {{ (: (p{Ji) + V . (P{JiVi») dV . 
t J Jv,(t) J Jv,(t) u t 

In equation (2.13), p is the mass density of the mixture and (Ji :::: ai/ p represents a quantity 
of species Mi per unit mass of the gas mixture. The overall transport theorem for an N
component gas mixture can be obtained by summing (2.13) over all N continua. Hereby, 
we choose all control volumes to be coexistent at time t, i.e. \ti(t):::: Vet) for all i. 

3 The continuity equations 

The reaction rate Wi is defined as the mass of species M i created or destroyed by chemical 
reactions, per unit volume and per unit time. Since overall mass is neither created nor 
destroyed by chemical reactions, it is obvious that 

N 

(3.1) LWi O. 
i=l 

Recall that Pi denotes the mass density of species Mi. The mass fraction Yi of species Mi 
is defined by Yi = pi/ p. Evidentiy, the mass fractions satisfy 

N 

(3.2) L Yi :::: 1. 
j::::l 

The conservation of mass of species Mi in a control volume \ti(t) is expressed by the 
equation 

(3.3) ~ jr { { pYi dV = jr { ( Wi dV . 
d t J Jv,(t) J JV.(t) 

Application of the transport theorem (2.13) with {Ji :::: Yi gives 

(3.4) Jr {{ (: (PYi) + V . (PYiVi») dV = jr ({ Wi dV , 
J JV.(t) u t J Jv,(t) 

and since \ti(t) is arbitrary, the following equation must hold: 

It is customary to write the flow velocity Vi of species Mi as 

(3.6a) Vi :::: V + Vi , 
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with 

N 

(3.6b) v = LYiVj. 
1=1 

In (3.6), v is the mass-weighted average flow velocity of the mixture, and Vi is called 
the diffusion velocity of species Mi. Substitution of (3.6) into (3.5) yields the continuity 
equation for species Mi 

(3.7) 
8 

8t(P¥t) +". (p¥tv) = -\7. (p¥tVd + Wi· 

Using (3.2) and (3.6), it can be easily shown that 

N 

(3.8) L ¥tVi = 0 . 
1=1 

Summation of the continuity equations (3.7) over all species Mi and taking into account 
equations (3.1),(3.2) and (3.8) leads to the overall continuity equation for the gas mixture 

(3.9) 
8p 
8 t + " . (pv) = 0 . 

Note that a mass conservation law similar to (3.3), but for the gas mixture as a whole, 
directly leads to the continuity equation (3.9). 

An alternative and often used formulation of the continuity equations (3.7) and (3.9) is 

DY.· 
(3.10a) p Dti = -" . (p¥tVi) + Wi , 

(3.1Ob) ~~ + p". (v) = O. 

In (3.10), D/Dt is the material derivative which is defined by D/Dt = 8/8t + v·V. The 
derivative D / Dt is therefore the total time derivative when following the mass-weighted 
average flow of the mixture. 

4 The momentum equations 

Overall (linear) momentum of a gas mixture is neither created nor destroyed by chemical 
reactions, because momentum is conserved for each collision between molecules of the gas 
mixture. Therefore, the total rate of change of momentum of a gas mixture satisfies the 
equation 

(4.1) f. ~ jr [[ p¥tVj dV = f. Jl O'in dS + f. jf [[ p¥tfi dV , 
;=1 d t } JV(t) i=1 HS(t) i=1 } JV(t) 

where O'j is the stress tensor for species Mi acting on the surface Set) of the control volume 
Vet) and fi is the external force per unit mass working on species Mi. Notice that Vet) is 
the control volume at time t for all species. In equation (4.1), n is the outward unit normal 
on S( t). The integral on the left-hand side of equation (4.1) represents the total momentum 
of species Mi in V( t). Let 0' i (O'i,k,), then O'i,kl is the component in the Xk- direction of 
the stress vector for species Mi acting on an elementary surface with unit normal in the 
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xl-direction. With this definition, O'in is the stress vector for species Mi on an elementary 
surface with unit normal n. Consequently, the surface integral on the right-hand side of 
equation (4.1) is the force on species Mi, acting on Set), and exercised by the surrounding 
fluid. The volume integral on the right-hand side of (4.1) is the total external force working 
on species Mi in V( t). 

Consider the kth (k = 1,2,3) component of equation (4.1). The left-hand side can be 
determined using the transport theorem (2.13) with (3i = liVi,k and Vi(t) = Vet) for all i. 
If we further substitute (3.6) for Vi and use (3.2) and (3.8), then the left-hand side of (4.1) 
( or more precisely, the kth component hereof) becomes 

(4.2) t ~ jr r r PliVi,k dV = 
i=l d t J JV(t) 

jr r r (: (pVk) + V . (pVkV) + V . (p tliVi,k Vi») dV. J JV(t) u t i=l 

Since the stress tensors 0' i are symmetric, (0' in)k = 0' i,*k' n, and the surface integral can 
be replaced by a volume integral using Gauss' theorem. If we further introduce the mass
weighted average external force f, defined by 

N 

(4.3) f = Llifi' 
i=l 

then the ( kth component of the) right-hand side can be written as 

(4.4) t Jl (O'in)k dB + t jr f r pli!i,k dV = jr r f (t V· (O'j,*k) + P!k) dV. 
i=l HS(t) i=l J JV(t) J JV(t) i=1 

As the control volume Vet) is chosen arbitrarily, combining (4.1),(4.2) and (4.4) gives the 
equations 

aNN 
(4.5) at (pVk) + V' . (pVkV) + V . (P?= liVi,k Vi) = ?= V . (O'i,*k) + p!k . 

1=1 1=1 

Let the diffusion stress tensor O'D = (afD and the total stress tensor 0' = (O'kd of the 
mixture be defined by, respectively, 

N 

( 4.6a) O'fJ = - P L li Vi,k Viti, 
i=l 

N 

(4.6b) 0' = LO'i + O'D . 
i=l 

Because O'D is symmetric, it is easy to see that the system (4.5) is equivalent with 

a 
(4.7) at(pv) + V'. (pVQ9 v) = V'O' + pf. 

The dyadic product v ® v is a matrix with elements Vk VI, i.e. v ® v = (Ok vd. These 
equations are the momentum equations for a gas mixture, which can also be written as 

Dv 
(4.8) p Dt V· 0' + pf. 

A model for the stress tensor 0' will be discussed in Section 6. 
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5 The energy equation 

Energy is neither created nor destroyed by chemical reactions, it is merely redistributed 
among various species. Accordingly, the first law of thermodynamics states that the rate 
of increase of ( internal plus kinetic ) energy of a mixture in an arbitrary control volume 
Vet) is equal to the rate at which work is done on the mixture in Vet) by surface forces 
and external forces plus the rate of inward transport of heat by thermal conduction and 
other transport mechanisms through the enclosing surface Set). Herewith it is assumed 
that there are no external heat sources. This conservation principle can be expressed by 
the equation 

(5.1 ) 

where €i is the specific internal energy, i.e. the internal energy per unit mass of species Mi, 
and qi is the heat-flux vector for species Mi. 

Consider the left-hand side of equation (5.1). The volume integral represents tbe total 
energy of species Mi contained in V(t). Let the specific internal energy e and the specific 
total energy E of the mixture be defined by, respectively, 

N 1 
(5.2a) e = L li(ei + - IVd2

), 
i=1 2 

1 I 2 (5.2b) E = e + 2 v I . 

Note that e consists of a mass-weighted average term and a diffusion term. The left-band 
side of (5.1) can be evaluated using tbe transport theorem (2.13) with Pi = li(ei +! Ivd2) 
and Viet) = Vet) for all i and substituting IVi 12=lv12 + IVd2 +2V,Vi as a consequence of 
(3.6a). This gives 

(5.3) t dd jr f f pli(ei + -21 
Ivd2

) dV = Jr f f (:t(PE) + V' . (pEV») dV 
i=1 t J JV(t) J JV(t) U 

Next, consider the terms on the right-hand side of (5.1). The first surface integral 
represents the work per unit time of surface forces acting on species Mi in Vet). Because 
Ui are symmetric tensors, it is clear that (Uin)'Vi = (uivi)·n, and that the surface integral 
can be converted into a volume integral using Gauss' theorem. The first term thus becomes 

(5.4) 
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where we have substituted (3.6a). The second term on the right-hand side is the external 
force term, where the volume integral represents the work per unit time of fi on species 
Mi in Vet). This term can be rewritten as 

N N 
(5.5) I: fff pYifj,vjdV = jr ff (pf.v+pI:Yifj.Vi)dV, 

;=1 JJJV(t) JJV(t) i=1 

using equation (3.6) and definition (4.3) for the mass-weighted average extel'l1al force f. 
The last term on the right-hand side of (5.1) is the heat-flux term, which can be simply 
rearranged as 

N N 
(5.6) I:J[ qi.ndS=jrff V'·(I:qi)dV. 

;=1 JfS(t) J JV(t) ;=1 

The surface integral in (5.6) can be interpreted as the energy per unit time entering Vet) 
through Set) by heat conduction and other transport mechanisms, which is added to species 
Mi. 

Substitution of (5.3)-(5.6) into the energy balance (5.1), which is independent of Vet), 
gives rise to the equation 

aNI 
(5.7) -a (pE) + V'. (pEv) + V'. (p I: Yi(ei + - IVi 12 +V,Vi)Vi) 

t ;=1 2 

N N N 
= V'. (I:O'i(V + Vi» + pf·v + p I: Yifi,Vi - V'. (I:qi). 

;=1 ;=1 i=1 

Equation (5.7) can be simplified considerably through the introduction in this equation of 
the stress tensor 0', defined in (4.6b), and the heat-flux vector q for the gas mixture, which 
is defined by 

N 1 
(5.8) q= ?:(qi-O'iVi+PYi(ei+"2IViI2)Vi). 

t=1 

The heat-flux vector q is the sum of the flux vectors qi for the individual species Mi 
plus some additional diffusion terms. Thus, with simple arithmetic it can be shown that 
equation (5.7) is equivalent with 

a N 
(5.9) a/pE) + V'. (pEv) = -V'. q + V'. (O'v) + pf·v + p ~Yifi.Vi' 

Equation (5.9) is often referred to as the energy equation. This energy equation can also be 
formulated in terms of the specific intel'l1al energy e. To this end take the inner product of 
the momentum equations (4.7) with the flow velocity v, and subtract the resulting equation 
from the energy equation (5.9). This gives 

a N 
(5.10) -a (pe) + V' . (pev) = - V' . q + V' . (O'v) - (V' . 0' )·v + PI: Yif;· Vi . 

t ;=1 

The alternative formulation of (5.10) reads 

De N 
(5.11) PDt = -V"q+V'.(O'v)-(V"O')'V+PI:Yifi·V;, 

;=1 

The energy equation, either (5.9), (5.10) or (5.11), has to be. complemented with models 
for 0' and q, which will be discussed in Section 6. There are still other forms of the energy 
equation, some of which will be discussed in Section 7. 
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6 Elaboration of the conservation equations 

The equations for reacting gas flow are the continuity equations (3.7) and (3.9), the mo
mentum equations (4.7) and the energy equation (5.9) or (5.10). This set of equations has 
to be completed with models for the diffusion velocities Vi, the reaction rates Wi, the stress 
tensor a, the external forces fi and the heat-flux vector q. A brief description of these 
physical/chemical parameters follows; for more details the reader is referred to e.g. [5]. For 
some variables there exist more extensive models than presented here. However, only those 
models are included, which are generally of importance for combustion problems. 

Models for the diffusion velocities Vi can be obtained from kinetic gas theory. If gravi
tation is the only external force and if pressure-gradient diffusion and thermal diffusion are 
negligible, then the diffusion velocities Vi can be determined from the Stephan-Maxwell 
equation [1, 5] 

where Dij is the binary diffusion coefficient for species Mi and Mj. The variable Xi in 
(6.1) is the mole fraction of species Mi , and is related to the mass fraction l~ by 

p~ 
(6.2a) Xi = - - , 

C Wi 

with Wi the molecular weight of species Miand c the molar concentration of the gas mixture. 
For 3D flow problems, the system (6.1) consists of 3N equations with 3N unknowns. The 
solution of (6.1) can be simplified considerably if we assume that Dij = D for all i and j. 
In this case, equation (6.1) reduces to 

N 

(6.3) D\lXi = Xi LXjVj - XiV,. 
j=1 

Multiplying equation (6.3) by ~/ Xi and summing over all species Mi gives 

N \lX' N 
(6.4) DLli XJ = LXjVj. 

j=1 j j=1 

Substitution of (6.4) into (6.3) and use of (6.2) then gives Fick 's law [1,5] 

(6.5) l~Vi = -DV~ , 

for the diffusion velocities Vi. 
A model for the reaction rates Wi can be obtained from chemical kinetics [5]. Suppose 

that in the gas mixture the following M reactions take place 

N N 
(6.6) '" v~ ·M, .;::::: '" V~' ·Mi , (J' = 1,2, ... ,M), L....i t,) L....i t,j 

i=1 i=1 
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where v;,i and v;:i are the stoichiometric coefficients for species Mi appearing as a reactant 
and as a product, respectively, in the jth reaction. In this case, according to the law of 
mass action, the reaction rates Wi are given by 

M N 1./ N 1/" 

(6.7) Wi = Wi ?:(V;:i - V:,i)(k"j II (~k) k,j - kb,j II (~k) k,j), 

.1=1 k=1 k k=1 k 

where k ',i and kb,j are the specific rate constants for the forward and backward path, 
respectively, in the jth reaction. We assume that kj,j satisfies Arrhenius' law 

(6.8a) k',i = A"ie-Ej,j/RT , 

(6.8b) A',i B',iTCVj.i. 

The coefficients Af,i and Ef,j in (6.8) are the frequency factor and the activation energy, 
respectively, for the jth forward reaction. Further, T is the (absolute) temperature of the 
gas mixture and R is the universal gas constant. Note that kf,i strongly depends on T and 
that for T below some threshold value, k f,j is virtually zero. The specific rate constants 
kb,i for the backward reaction steps are usually determined from [5] 

(6.8c) kb,i = kI,i! Ke,j, 

with Ke,i the equilibrium constant for concentrations in the jth reaction. 
The stress tensor a can be split into a pressure term and a viscous term, i.e. 

(6.9a) a = -pI + T , 

where p is the hydrostatic pressure in the gas mixture and T the viscous stl'ess tensor. 
Assume the mixture behaves like a Newtonian fluid for which the bulk viscosity can be 
neglected, then T = (Tkl) is defined by 

(6.9b) Tk/ = J.L (~Vk + ~Vl - ~(V' V)bk1) , 
UXI UXk 3 

where J.L is the viscosity coefficient of the gas mixture. Generally, J.L is a function of the 
temperature, the pressure and the mole fractions; see e.g. (5]. However, in the following we 
will assume that J.L is constant. Under these assumptions, the stress terms in the momentum 
equation (4.7) and in the energy equation (5.10) can be reduced to 

1 
(6.10a) V· a == -\7p + Il(\72

V + 3'\7(\7· v», 

(6.lOb) '\7. (av) - (V· a)·v = -p(\7. v) + ~ II T II}, 
2J.L 

where II T IIF is the Frobenius norm of the viscous stress tensor T. 

The only external force which is usually of importance is the gravitation. Suppose that 
fi = -g == -ge with e the unit vector in the direction of the gravitation, then it is obvious 
that also f == -g ( see (4.3) and (3.2) ). Furthermore, since all fi are equal, the external 
force term in the energy equation (5.10) cancels due to (3.8). 

Finally, for the heat-flux vector q of the gas mixture we adopt the model [1,5] 

N 

(6.11) q -A\7T + P L hi}~Vi, 
i=l 
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which is valid for most combustion problems. In (6.11),'x is the thermal conductivity and 
hi is the specific enthalpy of species Mi , which is defined by the caloric equation of state 

(6.12) hi = h? + rT 
Cp,i(~) d~ , (i 1,2, ... , N). iTo 

The parameter h? is the standard heat of formation per unit mass for species Mi at a 
reference temperature To, and Cp,i = cp,i(T) is the specific heat at constant pressure for 
species Mi. The heat-flux vector defined in (6.11) models energy transport by thermal 
conduction and partial enthalpy transport by diffusion of the species in the gas mixture. 
Energy transport by means of radiation and concentration gradients (Dufour effect) is 
neglected. 

The introduction of the above mentioned physical/chemical models leads to the following 
set of equations for reacting gas flow: 

8p 
(6.13a) 8t + V . (pv) = 0, 

8 
(6.13b) 8t (PYi) + V . (pYiv) V' . (pDV'Yi) + Wi ,(i 1,2, ... , N), 

8 1 
(6.13c) 8t (pv) + V . (pv ® v) = - Vp + It(V2v + '3 V(V . v)) - pg, 

8 N 1 
(6.13d) ~(pe)+ V . (pev) = -pCV' ·v)+ V . ('xV'T) + V· (pDLhiVYi) + -2 II T II} . 

ut i=1 It 

System (6.13) consists of N +5 equations for 3D flow problems, however only N +4 of these 
are independent because equation (6.13a) is the sum of the continuity equations (6.13b) for 
the individual species. The independent variables are: p, v, Yi( i = 1,2, ... ,N - 1), IJ, e and 
T, thus we have N +6 unknowns for 3D flow problems, and therefore two extra equations are 
required. Assume that the gas mixture behaves like an ideal gas, then these two equations 
are the equation of state 

N 

(6.14a) p = pRTLYi/Wi, 
i=l 

and the thermodynamic identity 

p N 
(6.14b) h = e + - = LYihi' 

P i=1 

with h the specific enthalpy of the mixture. The latter equation defines e as a. function of 
T and Yi through the caloric equa.tion of state (6.12) and the equation of state (6.14a). 

7 The Shvab-Zeldovich formulation 

The purpose of this section is to derive a common form for the energy equation (6.13d) and 
the continuity equations (6.l3b). Under some simplifying assumptions, these equations can 
then be combined so as to eliminate the chemical source terms Wi from aU equations but 
one. 
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The energy equation (6.13d) is equivalent with the following equation for the specific 
enthalpy h: 

a N Dp 1 2 
(7.1) ~(ph) + V· (phv)::: V· (AVT) + V· (pDLhiVYi) + D.t + -2 II T IIF, 

vt i=l ~ 

obtained by substitution of the thermodynamic identity (6.14b) into (6.13d). In order to 
put (7.1) in the same form as (6.13b), we have to combine the two diffusion terms on the 
right-hand side of (7.1) into a single term. Let the specific heat at constant pressure of the 
mixture be defined by 

N 

(7.2) cp = LYicp,i . 
i=l 

Then, substitution of (6.12) into (6.14b) gives 

N 

(7.3a) h = hT + LYih? , 
i=l 

where hT is the (specific) thermal enthalpy, defined by 

(7.3b) hT = rT 
cp(€)d€. 

lTo 

A suitable linear combination of the enthalpy equation (7.1) and the continuity equations 
(6.13b) then leads to the equation 

a N rT 
(7.4) at (phT) + v . (phTV) = V . (AVT) + V . (pD ~(lTo Cpti(O d€)VYi) 

for the (specific) thermal enthalpy hT. If we assume that the Lewis number Le is equal to 
one, Le. 

A 
(7.5) Le = -D 1, 

P cp 

then it can be shown that equation (7.4) reduces to 

a A Dp 1 2 ~ 0 
(7.6) ~(phT) + V· (phTV) = V· (-VhT) + -D + -2 II T IIF - L...., hiwi. 

u t cp t ~ i=l 

We have used the relation VhT = cp VT + Ef=.l (flo Cp,i(€) dOVYi in the derivation of (7.6). 
Note that the assumption Le = 1 means that equation (7.6) as well as equations (6.l3b) all 
have the same diffusion coefficient. Equations (7.6) and (6.13b) are the energy- and spccies
conservation equations of Shvab and Zeldovich [5]. If the specific heat cp is consta.nt, we 
obtain the following equation for the temperature: 

a Dp 1 
(7.7) ep(at (pT) + V· (pTv» = V· (AVT) + Dt + 2~ II T II} 

The Shvab-Zeldovich formulation is especially advantageous if the following two assump
tions hold 
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1. The pressure term and the viscous term in the enthalpy equation (7.6) can be ne
glected. 

2. Only one chemical reaction takes place in the gas mixture. 

The first assumption is realistic for low-speed flow problems. The second assumption is 
often not true. However, the chemical behaviour of a mixture can often be modelled quite 
adequately by a single reaction. So, consider the reaction 

N N 
(7.8) Lv;Mi -+ Lv;'Mi, 

;=1 ;=1 

where v; and v;' are the stoichiometric coefficients. In this case it can be shown that the 
quantity 

(7.9) w=w:.( ":;i ,),(i=1,2, ... ,N), 
t Vi - Vi 

is the same for all species. The variable w is the number of moles produced by the reaction 
in (7.8), per unit volume and per unit time, of any species for which v;' - v; = 1. Let the 
convection-diffusion operator L be defined by 

(7.10) L(a) = V'. (pav) - V'. (pDV'a). 

Then, a suitable scaling of the continuity equations (6.13b) and the enthalpy equat.ion (7.6) 
( without pressure term and viscous term) leads to the system 

(7.11a) :/pai ) + L(ai) = w, (i = 1,2, ... ,N), 

a 
(7.11b) at(paT ) + L(aT) = w, 

where the variables aj and aT are defined by 

(7.12a) ai = Yi/(Wi(V;' v;», 

Finally, define the variables 

(7.13) f3i = ai - aT, (i = 1,2, ... ,N), 

then it is evident that system (7.11) is equivalent with 

(7.14a) :t(Pf3i) + L(f3d = 0, (i = 1,2, ... ,N), 

a 
(7.14b) at(paT ) + L(aT) = w. 

The variables aT and f3i, or other linear combinations of aT and ai, are often referred to 
as the Shvab-Zeldovich coupling functions [5]. If the flow field (i.e. v and p ) is known, 
then L is a linear operator, and the computation of Yi and T only requires the solution of 
N - 1 (homogeneous) convection-diffusion equations and one convection-diffusioll-reaction 
equation. 
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Appendix: Nomenclature 

A I,i frequency factor for the jth forward reaction 
B I,j constant in the frequency factor for the jth forward reaction 
C molar concentration of the gas mixture (mol/m3) 

cp specific heat at constant pressure of gas mixture (J / (kg K)) 
Cp,i specific heat at constant pressure for species M i (J / (kg K)) 
D (constant) binary diffusion coefficient for all pairs of species (m2 /s) 
Dii binary diffusion coefficient for species Mi and Mi (m2/s) 
e specific internal energy of the gas mixture (J/kg) 
ej specific internal energy of species Mi (J /kg) 
E specific total energy of the gas mixture (J /kg) 
E I,i activation energy for the jth forward reaction (J /mol) 
f mass-weighted average external force per unit mass on the 

gas mixture (m/s2) 
fi external force per unit mass on species Mi (m/s2) 
9 gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 
h specific enthalpy of the gas mixture (J /kg) 
hi specific enthalpy of species M i (J /kg) 
h? standard heat of formation per unit mass for species Mi at 

temperature To (J /kg) 
hT specific thermal enthalpy of the gas mixture (J /kg) 
kb,j specific rate constant for the jth backward reaction 
J(c,i equilibrium constant for concentrations in the jth reaction 
kl,i specific rate constant for the jth forward reaction 
Le Lewis number 
M total number of chemical reactions occurring 
N total number of chemical species present 
p hydrostatic pressure (N /m2) 
q heat-flux vector for the gas mixture (J/(m2s)) 
qi heat-flux vector for species Mi (J/(m2s)) 
R universal gas constant (J/(moIK)) 
T (absolute) temperature of the gas mixture (K) 
To fixed reference temperature (K) 
v mass-weighted average velocity of the gas mixture (m/s) 
Vi flow velocity of species Mi (m/s) 
Vi diffusion velocity of species Mi (m/s) 
Wi reaction rate of species Mi (kg/(m3 s)) 
Wi molecular weight of species Mi (kg/mol) 
Xj mole fraction of species Mi 
li mass fraction of species Mi 
Q I,i exponent determining the temperature dependence of the frequency factor 

for the jth forward reaction 
A thermal conductivity (J / (m s K») 
It viscosi ty coefficient (kg/ (m s» 
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I 

lIi,i stoichiometric coefficient for species Mi appearing as a reactant 
in the jth reaction 

1/ 

lIi,i stoichiometric coefficient for species Mi appearing as a product 
in the jth reaction 

P mass density of the gas mixture (kg/m3 ) 

Pi mass density of species Mi (kg/m3 ) 

CT
D diffusion stress tensor (N 1m2 ) 

CTj stress tensor for species Mi (N/m2 ) 

CT stress tensor of the gas mixture (N/m2 ) 

T viscous stress tensor ofthe gas mixture (N/m2) 
w reaction rate for a single reaction (moll (m3 s ) 
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